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	The fun, hands-on way to learn about rocket science


	Yes, as a matter of fact, is IS rocket science! And because this book is written for the popular Evil Genius format, it means you can learn about this fascinating and growing hobby while having run creating 50 great projects. You will find a detailed list of materials, sources for parts, schematics, and lots of clear, well-illustrated instructions.

	
		Projects include a camera rocket, video camera rocket, hydrogen-fueled rocket, UFO, and more
	
		Projects start out basic and gradually become more sophisticated
	
		Perfect for science fairs and school projects
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Running LinuxO'Reilly, 1996

	
		Linux is the most exciting development today in the UNIX world -- and some would say in the world of the PC-compatible. A complete, UNIX-compatible operating system developed by volunteers on the Internet, Linux is distributed freely in electronic form and for low cost from many vendors. Its software packages include the X Window...
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Administering ArcGIS for ServerPackt Publishing, 2014

	Installing and configuring ArcGIS for Server to publish, optimize, and secure GIS services


	About This Book

	
		Configure ArcGIS for Server to achieve maximum performance and response time
	
		Understand the product mechanics to build up good troubleshooting skills
	
		Filled with...
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PHPUnit Pocket GuideO'Reilly, 2005
Smart web developers will tell you that the sooner you detect your code mistakes, the quicker you can fix them, and the less the project will cost in the long run.  Well, the most efficient way to detect your mistakes in PHP is with PHPUnit, an open source framework that automates unit testing by running a battery of tests as you go.  The benefits...
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Firewall FundamentalsCisco Press, 2006
The essential guide to understanding and using firewalls to  protect personal computers and your network

	
    An easy-to-read introduction to the most commonly deployed  network security device

    
	
    Understand the threats firewalls are designed to...
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Windows 8.1 Administration Pocket Consultant Storage, Security, & NetworkingMicrosoft Press, 2014

	Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for administering storage, security, and networking features in Windows 8.1. Zero in on core tasks through quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You'll get the focused information you need to save time and get the job done - whether at your desk or in the...
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Sams Teach Yourself Web Publishing with HTML and CSS in One Hour a Day: Includes New HTML5 Coverage (6th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2010

	Sams Teach Yourself Web Publishing with HTML and CSS in One Hour a Day, Sixth Edition is the latest edition of the original worldwide bestseller. The entire book has been thoroughly revised and refined to include new detailed coverage of HTML5, the next major revision of the core language of the World Wide Web, HTML. Work on the HTML5...
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